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W H A T  D O  W E  K N O W  N O W ?

C O V I D  A N D
C A R E E R S  U P D A T E

So since the last issue of Futures, we have been through

Lockdown 2.0, tiers (and tears) of hell and now Lockdown

3.0 - it's all seeming a bit bleak, right? WRONG. Okay so

we are all desperately missing our mates and wishing we

could just go and sit in our beloved Nandos but the good

news is, employment in our area is on  the up again

meaning if you are looking for an apprenticeship, going

into work or considering a career in one of the growth

sectors - your future is looking as bright as the light that

smacks you in the face when stepping from an aeroplane

(remember holidays?!).

For this issue of Futures we are magnifying local

entrepreneurs that have mastered creating their own

business and have flourished, even through a Global

Pandemic. They share the secret to their success in tell all

expose's certain to inspire. You will find them in our

'Introducing' sections.

So let's do what us British citizens do best; wash our

hands, put on a cup of tea, make a Tik Tok and carry on -

better days ARE coming. 

120,000 jobs have been created for 16-24 year olds through

the Kickstart Scheme.

Youth Employment UK are offering FREE Young Professional

Training through their website as well as Work Experience

Guides.

250,000 fewer young people in employment than before the

pandemic.

4 in 10 young people Not in Education, Employment or

Training are finding it hard to cope with life in a Pandemic.

The latest facts and figures from the Office of National Statistics

show that:
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Eleanor Broome, a 23 year old Entrepreneur from

Wollaston, Northamptonshire, shares how she

has created a thriving home-bakery business that

has captured the hearts (and stomachs) of locals. 

Q: Please briefly describe your career history. Are

there any standout moments for you?

A: I started work at a local tea rooms at 15 years old

as a waitress. From there, I became an assistant

chef. After this, I did a lot of waitressing work at

other restaurants and became an on-shift

manager. I went to University to study Bakery and

Patisserie Technology and achieved a 1st Class

Bachelor of Science Degree. University taught me

you’re the only one who is going to achieve what

you want to achieve. I developed a lot of self-

independence from living away from home and

that helped me focus on what I wanted – not what

everyone else wanted for me. From that I started to

focus more on my own business venture through

the skills I was learning.

When I finished University, I was still so stuck on

where to start and only knew I didn’t want to be a

waitress anymore! I started work for Gabriella’s

Cucina in Olney as a baker and cake decorator.

I N T R O D U C I N G
Local entrepreneurs and the secrets to their success...

 Gabriella gave me the confidence I needed to believe

I could do this on my own. A standout moment for

me was when I had my own stall for ElsBakes at the

Olney Christmas Markets and sold out of everything I

had made! 

'It's important that your customers get to

know you and that you're not just a robot

behind a screen'

Q: What is your business ethos/vision?

A: I am manifesting my own ElsBakes Shop! I have

had a huge vision to have my own shop since I was a

lot younger and that will always be the end goal. I am

in no rush though, I’m letting the universe do its thing

(with a little shove from me every now and then).  

Q: What would you recommend to young people

who are thinking of creating their own business?

A: Find what makes you, YOU. Your USP – Unique

Selling Point. Whether that’s your aesthetically

pleasing Instagram or a product that no one else has.

The more energy you put into you, the more you will

succeed and I truly believe this.
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I N T R O D U C I N G
Local Entrepeneurs and the secret to their success. 

Q: What personal skills make you and your business successful?

For example, communication, self-discipline, teamwork etc.

A: I could chat for England! My mum always said I was a slow talker

when I was a baby and that I’m making up for it now. I suffer with a

lot of mental health issues, so I’m a massive overthinker. But

sometimes this is to my advantage like with communication. I am a

very genuine person. Every time I deal with a customer, I was always

make the time to speak to them, rather than rush them out the

door – I’m genuinely interested in how they are. I would hate for a

customer to think I don’t want to speak to them or I’m just after

their money. It’s important that your customers get to know you

and that you’re not just a robot behind a screen. 

Q: What factors did you need to consider when creating your

business?

A: There’s a lot to consider and I’d say the main one is all the health

certificates you need. You need to contact your local council and

inform them you’re planning on setting up a food business and they

will then lead you through the process. You’ll have someone from

environmental health come out and check out your premises and

then you’ll have a better understanding of what you can then do.

You can’t start selling food until you have this! 

Q: How has the Covid-19 pandemic affected your business?

A: Weirdly, it’s actually accelerated my business. I sell brownie boxes

which are delivered every Saturday locally and they took off like

mad in the first lockdown. I was selling 40 + brownie boxes every

week and having to turn away that same amount of customers

because I didn’t have the room or time to make more – I have one

oven! Bespoke cake wise I lost a lot of custom, but it gave me more

time to try new ideas, focus on my social media and give back to

those who had supported me through giveaways. 

Q: What would you recommend to young people who are thinking

of going into your industry?

A: There are a lot of people who are doing the same thing. That’s not

a bad thing! But it’s hard to find unique ideas in food and

particuarliy, in baked goods. You’ve got to have a passion for what

you do. You need to be creative. I would also say you have to lose

money to gain money. You have to spend on things such as,

advertising, a logo, equipment and lots of ingredients. You won’t see

all that come back immediately. You have to be patient and trust

that with time, effort and a lot of hard work, the rewards will come.  

Instagram @Elsbakes

www.elsbakes.co.uk

E L S  B A K E S
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There are many well known courses that students study year on year, but what are some of the more

niche and standout courses that are on offer in Northamptonshire and where can you study them? Look

no further for we have created a go-to list to immerse yourself in the slightly different (yet full  of

opportunity) courses that are on offer in our beloved county!   

Level 1 Agriculture and

Countryside Management

Level 3 Forestry and 

Arboriculture

Level 3 Furniture Design 

and Making

Level 3 Stonemasonry

Level 3 Social Media and Marketing

Level 3 Fabrication and 

Welding

Level 3 Esports

Level 3 Augmented 

Reality and Virtual Reality 

 

Level 3 Applied Science

(Biomedical Science and

Analytical Forensics) 

Digital Support Services T

Level

T H E  W E I R D  A N D
W O N D E R F U L  

BA Hons Criminal and Corporate

Investigation

BSc Hons Leather Technology

LLM Transnational Rights and

Security

BA Hons Games Art

Ba Hons Fashion Marketing and

Promotion 

BSc Hons Climate Change

BA Hons Interior Architecture and

Spatial Design 

Scan me to be taken to the

University of Northampton Course

page.

 

 

 

 

POST 16 POST 18

The lesser- known courses on offer in Northants. 
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What it is, who it is for, and what opportunities are available in our area. 

F O U N D A T I O N  

L E A R N I N G

When we are talking about post-16 options, Foundation Learning is:

Programmes at Entry Level 1, 2 or 3 or Level 1. 

A good option if you are worried about not getting passes in your GCSE's. 

Designed to help you progress onto Level 2 and 3 College Courses and Apprenticeships.

An opportunity to gain English and Maths Qualifications.

 

Usually made up of a few different things including; vocational qualifications, social and personal

development, employability and functional skills (english and maths).

Usually personalised to suit your individual needs.

Useful if you have Special Educational Needs or an EHCP as it provides lots of support and guidance.

Sometimes in the form of a supported internship where you would gain work experience in a company

whilst also attending college to study and be supported.

In Northamptonshire there are a number of great options. Below is some of what each local college can

offer: 

 

PROJECT
MANAGER

LEARN ING
TECHNOLOG I S T

Entry Level 1-3 

Work and 

Independence 

Skills 

 

Entry Level 3 

Construction 

Skills

Entry Level 

1-3 Life and 

Work Skills

11 Level 1 

Vocational 

Courses

Supported 

Interships

Entry Level 1 

'Stepping In'

Entry Level 2 

'Stepping Out'

Entry Level 3 

'Stepping Up'

Work 

Experience 

and Other 

Projects

7 Entry Level 3 

Foundation

Vocational 

Courses

Corby, 

Kettering and 

W'borough 

Campuses

Level 1 

Work Skills 

Diploma



Jack Fleckney - local creator of the ShireFit franchise,

fundraiser and all round legend - gives the secret to his

success.

Q: Why did you create your business and how did you

get started? 

A: I decided to open a gym because I wanted to help

people improve their lives and because I saw I saw a hole

in the market for my idea. The hardest thing I found was

making a name! After this I created a logo and website.

At the same time I started asking business owners

questions, attending courses and searching for a building

to move into. I think it is really important to say the first

part of setting up your business will be tough! I had so

many times where I thought I was going to have to quit.

But if you are passionate and believe in your idea. Don’t

give up!

Q: Please briefly describe your career history. Are there

any standout moments for you? 

A: My career history started back at the age of 16 where I

worked at Waitrose. At that age my whole life was

dedicated towards playing Rugby and I was lucky

enough to sign with London Wasps when I was 16,

resulting in me moving to London and playing with them

for two years. Sadly, I wasn’t quite good enough to

continue playing for them, so I took the decision to sign

up for the Royal Marines. I undertook the 9 months

selection and became a Royal Marines Commando at the

age of 18. I was extremely lucky to visit some amazing

and dangerous places, all whilst being around some

incredible people and leaders. Five years in I took the

decision to leave and pursue my passion and a new

challenge. After a year of hardships and false starts I

opened my first gym, ShireFit. Fast forward five years and

we now have 4 gyms around the UK. But my journey

doesn’t stop there. I am in the process of passing my

business over to new owners whilst I plan to become an

explorer!

F U T U R E S
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I N T R O D U C I N G
Local entrepreneurs and the secrets to their success...

' I am always wanting to push myself to be

better. The key is I am always trying to link

what I am passionate about to my challenge.'



Q: What subjects did you study at

school/college/university? How have these helped

you to where you are today? 

A: I studied all of your normal subjects at GCSE and

completed A levels in Maths and PE. To be quite

honest, I never really thrived at school. But that didn’t

mean I didn’t work hard. For me, school gave me a

whole load of different experiences which have

moulded me into who I am today. From some of the

amazing inspirational teachers I had, to the

opportunity to pursue different sports!  

Q: What are some of your hobbies/interests? How

have these shaped who you are? 

A: I have a love of sport and the outdoors. This started

at the age of around 7. School enabled me to pursue

this further and now it has given me a pathway as a

career and passion! Like anything, the more time you

commit to it, the better you get and the bigger it gets!

From enjoying playing in my garden to throwing a

ball around this has evolved into setting world records

and climbing mountains.

Q: What inspires you? Motivates you? 

A: The challenge. I have always searched for things

that will push me. Joining the Marines was just the

start. Setting up my business offered a whole different

kind of challenge. I am always wanting to push myself

to be better. The key is that I always try to link what I

am passionate about to my challenge. This makes it

easier for me to work hard towards the goal!  

Q: How has the Covid-19 pandemic affected your

business? 

A: Like most businesses we have been hit hard. The

restrictions and safety needs have had a huge impact

on the ability to run our business at its normal

capacity. But business owners must be prepared to

change and adapt to survive and succeed. We quickly

moved our business online with classes, rented kit out

and helped our members as much as possible.

F U T U R E S
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Q: What advice would you give your 16 year old self? 

A: Be patient. Unfortunately, you can get everything

quickly these days and in business you can’t. It all takes

time. Don’t rush and be willing to put in the work. I think

I would also say make sure you make the most of every

experience and enjoy it! I don’t think you really

appreciate that until you are a little older.  

Q: What personal skills make you and your business

successful? For example, communication, self-

discipline, teamwork etc.

A: The first thing you need is confidence, because you

will be one that has to step up and say ‘I can’. You have

to be willing to take the risk and take the first step.

Commiting is the hardest part. After this as long as you

work hard and you are always self aware, you will learn

the skills needed to develop your business and yourself. I

would recommend learning about leadership, as your

business grows you’ll quickly become a leader. Better to

learn how you want to lead before you get there. I learnt

the most from being around amazing leaders and

making notes on how they conducted themselves as

well as reading books about amazing leaders in history.

Q: What would you recommend to young people who

are thinking of going into your industry? 

A: Get involved in the industry as much as you can. Work

for free if it means you can learn and get as much

experience as possible.! Be patient and find the best way

of making your idea and passion viable.  

Q: What would you recommend to young people who

are thinking of creating their own business? 

A: Go for it!! Be willing to deal with rejection, the

naysayers and a lot of hard work. But at the end of it all

you’ll have a thriving business you can be proud of!

J A C K  F L E C K N E Y
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H O T  O R  C O L D ?  

GET YOUR HOT ROLES HERE

Labourer/Material

Handler

1410 job postings

 

Which job roles are hiring right now? Well, data shows us that in the 90 days leading up to the

end of January 2021, these are the most popular roles that employers are looking to fill:

Registered General

Nurse

1069  job postings

 

Office Administrative

Assistant

1168  job postings

 

Personal Care Aide

1028 job postings

Software Developer/

Engineer 

1000 job postings

Customer Service

Representative

980 job postings

(No - STILL not the Greggs kind..unfortunately)

 

 

'I had a bloke decorating my house this week - I got chatting to him and he is a Ryanair pilot on furlough.

He's decorating now to try and pay his bills -sad times. In fairness, he did a great job on the landing.'  
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W H A T ' S  T H E

P L A N ?

YOUR GRADES 

Unfortunately, the grades you want are sometimes not the

grades you get. If you want to study Biology at A level after year

11, chances are you will need a minimum of grade 6 in your GCSE

Biology course. If you don't get the grade 6 you need, you need to

consider what your plan B subject is for sixth form as soon as

possible. 

YOUR INTUITION

By now, you have probably had chats with your teachers, parents

and friends about your next steps. It is important to listen to

others' opinions, but ultimately more important to trust your

intuition. If it is telling you that you might be happier/more

successful elsewhere than you have already applied, why not put

in a backup application  to another place, just in case you change

your mind?

So you're making some big decisions this year and you have to decide what you are doing after year 11 or

year 13. You think you're prepared, but do you have a plan A and a plan B? Most students don't, but all

students should. Here's why:

YOUR LEARNING

Perhaps you have applied to your school's Sixth Form for after

year 11 as you feel this is the right thing to do. Consider, would

you learn better at a new Sixth Form, or perhaps in a College

environment? If you think you potentiallly COULD like a new

change in environment - put in a backup application elsewhere-

just in case. 

RESULTS DAY

There is usually a considerable amount of time between making

next step applications and results day. If you have only applied to

one place or have only considered one pathway, you run the risk

of changing your mind by the time you get your results. Why not

put in a plan B application to somewhere just in case you do?  

Consider your options, research them thoroughly

and write down a Plan A and a Plan B. 

You've got this! 
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Software Developer/Engineer

Computer Support Specialist

Data Mining Analyst

Labourer

Delivery Driver

HGV/ LGV Class 1 Driver

Registered General Nurse

Physician

Nursing Assistant 

Primary School Teacher

Teaching Assistant

Tutor

Maintenance Technician

Mechanical Engineer

Electrical Engineer

Construction Worker

Civil Engineer

Electrician

DIGITAL

LOGISTICS

EDUCATION

HEALTH AND CARE

ENGINEERING

CONSTRUCTION

Production Worker

Operations Manager

Operations Co-ordinator

Office Administrator

Project Manager

Accounts Manager

MANUFACTURING

BUSINESS OPERATIONS

Bookkeeper

Accountant

Financial Manager 

Lawyer

Paralegal

Legal Secretary

FINANCE

LEGAL SERVICES

BUT WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU? 
Although this information is hstorical, it can give us a good idea of what future trends in the job market could

look like. For example, as a result of Covid-19, the NHS have been recruiting more nurses. As the threat of the

pandemic continues, recruitment for nurses will unlikely stop, meaning that if you are considering becoming

one, you are more likely to find employment after training. You can apply the same logic to other roles in this list

such as that of a Delivery Driver. For example, as the population increases it's online shopping, the demand for

delivering products increases too, meaning that more drivers are needed to carry out the deliveries. 

It's all about supply and demand, baby! 

S E R I O U S  A B O U T

S E C T O R S
 

The following sectors are on the up in Northamptonshire, meaning that they are the chosen few which will

have an increased need for workers in the future. Here are the top 3 job vacancies over the last 12 months,

from each particular sector area:

At Finding Futures we are very serious about sectors - here are the up and coming ones in our area. 
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Across the UK, but in particular in our region of the South East Midlands, there are many future

opportunities within new and growing industries. Some you may have heard of and others will take some

research to find out more! See below for our top ten of the ones to watch.

AGRI-TECH 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

AEROSPACE

MODERN METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION

NON CARBON FUELLED TRANSPORT

GREEN ECONOMY

INTELLIGENT MOBILITY

MANUFACTURING

LOGISTICS

HEALTH AND CARE

Local lockdown? Heck no! Once again, we are here to give you the local lowdown..

T H E  L O C A L  P I C T U R E

Why not search for specific roles within these sectors through a Careers based website such as Prospects? 



I am extremely proud of what myself and our small

committee have been achieved so far and I know

there is so many adventures yet to come.The Curator-

Educator is all about developing creative

opportunities that are accessible, inclusive and diverse

for individuals and communities through workshops,

community projects and exhibitions. Our key focus at

the moment is all about providing creative

opportunities to support people’s mental health and

wellbeing. 

We do this through our various creative initiatives

including: Crafternoon: creative wellbeing initiative,

Creativity and mental health workshops and

Craftfulness for mindfulness craft workshops. 

Since the outbreak of Covid-19 things have looked a

little different for us at Curator-Educator HQ, as prior

to the pandemic majority of our work was done face

to face with people, so we have had to become

adaptive that’s for sure. We have moved all our

workshops online, and have learnt new technological

things that definitely keep us on our toes! 

However, something positive that has come out of the

current situation, is that we have had the opportunity

to develop new ideas, including our crafternoon craft

boxes! A box of creative activities designed for all ages

that we hope provide a little bit of creative self care for

the community for free. 

So although, 2020 had its challenges for us as a

business, we are looking forward to developing new

creative projects, explore new collaborative

adventures and continue to grow and expand our

work at Curator-Educator HQ in 2021!'

Instagram: @curatoreducator

www.sophiakyprianou.com

I N T R O D U C I N G
Local entrepreneurs and the secrets to their success... 
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Sophia Kyprianou, Founder and CEO of The Curator -

Educator Ltd, shares her story on how she created

the small but brilliantly creative organisation back in

2019 that has since gone from strength to strength in

Northamptonshire. 

 

'I have always had a huge interest in the arts and being

creative in lots of different ways and over the years

whether being through my education choices or

through recreational activities I knew I wanted to

pursue a career in the creative sector, but also that I

wanted to include education in my career. 

In 2008 I pursued a degree that combined both of my

areas of interest and began a joint honours in

Educations Studies and Art & Design. After working in

various educational roles and gaining some working

experience I decided to undertake a Masters Degree in

Curatorial practice in 2014, combining my interest in

art, education and curatorial practice. This was an

intensive, but very rewarding year for me, as I was able

to work with artists, communities, curators, museums

and galleries and sparked my passion sharing

creativity with people, that to this day, drives me.

' . . . S P A R K E D  M Y  P A S S I O N

S H A R I N G  C R E A T I V I T Y  W I T H

P E O P L E ,  T H A T  T O  T H I S  D A Y ,

D R I V E S  M E . '  

From there, I entered the world of freelance, working

on projects both individually and collaboratively. Fast

forward to May 2019, when, after much consideration I

took a huge leap and set up my own business to

provide creative opportunities for others and so The

Curator-Educator Ltd journey began.
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LINKED IN

Now this is a tool for the very thing we are talking about – selling yourself- giving you an

advantage with employers who are able to see exactly what you are about in a one

page nutshell! No faffing, no guessing, just plain and simple. Almost like an online CV

but with the ability for you to connect to millions of employers and institutions

through it too. If you don’t have a Linked In, get one, you get me? 

NETWORKING

Long gone are the days of finding a networking event on Eventbrite and attending to

talk to REAL LIFE people. Nowadays it’s all about the virtual networking. This one might

be better if you’re a little older as it certainly takes some confidence, but why not

search for networking groups in the industry you’re looking to get into and ask if you

can join? Get to know others that are in your potential industry and use it as an

opportunity to ask questions and gain insight. If you become part of one…advertise this

on your LinkedIn! It shows dedication to your chosen career. 

ONE-TRICK PONY

Don’t be a one-trick pony and by that we mean, don’t JUST have good grades – good

grades aren’t enough in these competitive times. Yes they are extremely important and

will open doors for you, however, universities and employers are increasingly looking

for individuals who have more than just good grades. Think hobbies, passion projects,

volunteering, side hustles, mentoring, transferable skills etc. To name a few. Whatever

you do, don’t try and do everything – burn out is real and especially during a Global

Pandemic you need to take care of yourself – but why not explore one of these things a

little further to really build that personal profile some muscle? 

STAY UP TO DATE

Unfortunately we don't mean with Asos’ New In section (sad face). Knowing the

industry/role you want to get into will hella impress any potential employers. Go above

and beyond to research and stay up to date with the latest trends, emerging

technologies and major changes to do with your chosen career and you just might

impress their socks off. 

 

MENTORING

Find one. Or be one. Being able to put on a virtual (Linked In) or physical CV that you

are mentoring someone younger than you or being mentored by someone in a relevant

industry to your chosen career shows motivation, dedication and lots of other 

 impressive adjectives that make you sound excellent to potential employers or

training providers.

T H E  B I G  S E L L . . . Y O U !  

When discussing future plans with students, we always consider something called their ‘Personal Profile’. This is

who they are as a whole, not just their grades or their work experience, but their hobbies, passions, skills,

achievements and more. In order to ‘sell yourself’ to a potential employer, university or training provider, it is

important to start working on building your personal profile as soon as you can. How exactly do you do that? Well

look no further as the following list will give you practical tips to ensure your Personal Profile shines more than

your mate Danny’s post-breakup glow.

Don't worry, we don't actually mean put yourself up for auction on Ebay. Read on for clarity... 
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Aside from working full-time, I spend my evenings

reposting and retweeting news and updates from

local businesses and my weekends visiting local

cafes, restaurants, attending events, attractions and

places of interest in the town to take photos and

write reviews which I post on Instagram, Facebook,

my blog and of course, Twitter!

I also spend my time creating lists which can be

found on my site northantshour.wordpress.com. On

these you’ll find a mix of local cafes, restaurants and

pubs plus those who make cakes, brownies, grazing

platters, sweets and savoury treats to name a few!

These have been a real godsend while we’ve been in

lockdown and it’s helped local businesses to reach a

larger audience.

Now don’t get me wrong it’s hard work, I do it all for

free because I genuinely just want to help and I

work late into the night, but I feel like I make a

difference in the community and I am constantly

thinking what more can I do to help the town. When

I receive messages from people who have thanked

me for introducing them to a new business/area of

the town or the business owners thanking me for

raising their profile or increasing their orders it

makes it all worth it. 

I have two messages for you. The first being go out

and explore the county! You never know what you

may find and I hope you can follow Northantshour

on social media so I can show you what a fantastic

county we live in. I'd love you to join us during the

networking hour on Twitter so if you do, be sure to

say hello! 

My second is if you have a vision, interest or a dream

like I did…go for it! Make a plan, do your research and

don’t let anything stop you. Don't be discouraged if

you get a few knock backs or if things don't go to

plan because if you have the passion like I did the

rewards will come. There's also a fantastic local

community with a vast amount of knowledge and

expertise who you can to go for advice, the hardest

bit of being brave to ask! You've also got to think 10

steps ahead and think outside of the box, be

different and most importantly, be you!'

Northants Hour is every Thursday 8-9pm on

Twitter.

'Complete the sentence. Northampton is…..?

If you described it as something other than amazing

then I want to change your perception because I love

Northampton! I love the people, the parks,

countryside, attractions, independent cafes, pubs,

restaurants, range of businesses and future plans

submitted for the town.

In 2013 Willy Guilder started the hashtag called

#Northantshour which involves local businesses,

charities and individuals coming together every

Thursday 8pm-9pm to network.  I created the Twitter

account @Northantshouruk to help promote it

outside of the hashtag hour, to promote the town,

show further support to local businesses and to build

upon the phenomenon it was quickly becoming. Fast

forward to 2021 it has grown in more ways than I

could have imagined and it has the most supportive

and friendly community of people. 

@ N O R T H A N T S H O U R U K
How a one woman tweeting machine, AKA Emily, has voluntarily connected products with 

customers across Northamptonshire to help local businesses flourish.
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What motivates you to do well in life? Is it external or internal motivation? 

What do you feel passionately about? It could be a cause, a hobby etc. 

What are some of your best strengths? These could be skills, personality traits, characteristics etc. 

What would you like to improve the most? These could be skills, personality traits, characteristics etc. 

What is one important short term goal to you? It can be anything. 

What is one important long term goal to you? It can be anything.  

What makes you feel joy in life?

Who do you admire and why? 

What inspires you to be and do great in life? 

What are you doing/feeling when you feel most like yourself?  

Be honest with

yourself - no one

needs to know your

answers but you! 

TIP!

Think outside 

of the box!

WHAT ARE YOUR VALUES? 

A value is something of high importance to you that you show through the way you act and what you say. 

Circle 10 of the values below that are important to you and then circle 5 in a different colour that you definitely

want to live your life by. 

Answer the following self-explorative questions: 

FREEDOM CREATIVITY

PATIENCE LOYALTY

CONNECTIONSUCCESS

JOY LOVE HONESTY COURAGE

KINDNESSFORGIVENESSGENEROSITY

INNER PEACE RELATIONSHIP ADVENTURE RESPECT

FAITH

 In order to make choices that will be right for you personally, you need to have an in-built

understanding of yourself and what makes you…you! This can be hard – where do you start? You

may even think that you already have a great awareness of yourself but there are a number of

things you can do to find out more.  
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Founder of Vicky's Kitchen, Beverley Ward, gives us

the lowdown on her career history and what

inspired her to create a local brand all about

cultural heritage and traditional Caribbean

flavours.

 

"Following a career in Event Management I

launched the business in 2011. Whilst working at

Earls

Court and Olympia it became apparent the

influence of seeing so many businesses everyday

and felt

it was something I wanted to do for myself. I’m very

head strong and have often had leadership roles

since I was at school including House Captain and

Head Girl. This was always something I fell into

and was never intentional and that has been my

path throughout life.

My main subject at school was music, I began

playing the violin at the age of nine. A teacher told

my

mum and dad they felt it was something I would be

good at and so I started. I joined my local church

choir at the age of 10 and continued learning music

through to degree level. I only started vocal

lesson at A Level as I did not know I could have

them. Two months after starting I auditioned and

was one of two chosen from my borough to join the

National Youth Choir of GB, again, something

that wasn’t pre-meditated. At university I did not

accomplish as good a degree as I should have. I

know now that I dropped the wrong subject in my

first year, mainly because I did not have the

career knowledge I have now. I dropped psychology

instead of drama, I was unaware I could have

been a music therapist, something I would love to

be doing now. Career searching is so vital when

you are choosing your subjects, it isn’t always

obvious, there are so many options out there.

The business idea came about as our family love

food and my mum is an amazing cook. She would

make our original sauce ‘The Red One’ and give it to

friends and family. She would get asked

frequently to make it along with many other dishes

for special occasions. Working in exhibitions

gave me the business and marketing knowledge I

Seeing a business in its early years and

following the journey as they grow and become

household names is fascinating. In exhibitions you

really get to see behind-the-scenes. I am an

advocator of skills trades and looking back I do often

wish I had taken that route. There are

so many undervalued skills where you can start

training and working at the same time, which often

lead to self-employment. These are trades that will be

needed for many years to come, I strongly

recommend looking at UK and World Skills for the

categories. It may save you a lot of future debt,

Instagram fame is not likely to last forever or be for

everyone!

2020 was my first year being fully self-employed so it

has been a real challenge and learning

experience. We were expecting to be at markets and

events and that turned into having an online

business and stocking in farm shops and delis. We

have been fortunate to grow in this time and are

now developing new products and services."

I N T R O D U C I N G
Local entrepreneurs and the secrets to their success...

www.vickkitch.com



Futures Magazine has been created by Finding Futures which is led

by Kristina Collins. Kristina is L7 qualified in Careers Education and

Guidance.  

Finding Futures offers a range of Careers Education and Guidance

services to schools across Northamptonshire including 1-1 Career

Advice Interviews and Careers Education Consultancy. 

Contact for 2021/22 availability. 

 

kristina@findingfutures.co.uk 

- I really hope you’ve found this useful - stay tuned for the next

instalment in June 2021!
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